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Abstract. The problem of varying length recordings is a well-known
issue in paralinguistics. We investigated how to resolve this problem
using the bag-of-audio-words feature extraction approach. The steps of
this technique involve preprocessing, clustering, quantization and normal-
ization. The bag-of-audio-words technique is competitive in the area of
speech emotion recognition, but the method has several parameters that
need to be precisely tuned for good efficiency. The main aim of our study
was to analyse the effectiveness of bag-of-audio-words method and try to
find the best parameter values for emotion recognition. We optimized the
parameters one-by-one, but built on the results of each other. We per-
formed the feature extraction, using openSMILE. Next we transformed
our features into same-sized vectors with openXBOW, and finally trained
and evaluated SVM models with 10-fold-crossvalidation and UAR. In our
experiments, we worked with a Hungarian emotion database. According
to our results, the emotion classification performance improves with the
bag-of-audio-words feature representation. Not all the BoAW parameters
have the optimal settings but later we can make clear recommendations
on how to set bag-of-audio-words parameters for emotion detection tasks.

Computing Classification System 1998: H.3.1, I.2.7.
Mathematics Subject Classification 2010: 68R15
Key words and phrases: bag-of-audio-words, emotion detection, human voice, sound pro-
cessing
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1 Introduction

Human speech is not only used for encoding the words uttered, but it also con-
tains other information about the speakers. For example, about their physical
and mental state. These include the emotional state, signs of illness, depres-
sion, joy and so on. This extra information can be used in various ways by
computer science and engineering information technology. Nowadays emotion
detection from audio data (speech emotion recognition or SER) is an active
area of research with a wide range of possible applications. It can be used in
the human-computer interfaces, like that for monitoring human communica-
tion [12] and detecting the gender of the speaker, or their emotional state, or
how confident they are. We can also use paralinguistics in dialogue systems [3]
where we can detect the problematic dialogue phrases or adapt the dialogue to
help the speaker. Besides this, it may be useful in healthcare systems [10, 26] to
monitor the patient’s mental state. Last, but not least we can utilize emotion
detection in call centres [26]. For instance if the client get angry, we can au-
tomatically inform a boss about this. Using machines for emotion recognition
and monitoring systems is a currently evolving area. In the future with good
emotion recognition systems, we will be able to create more human-oriented
and friendlier systems. For example we can create intelligent tutorial systems
that can adapt to the student’s mental state and give them more constructive
advice. In addition, we can use it for lie detection to improve law enforcement.
Emotion detection is also useful in a call centre or a banking software mon-
itoring application, where we can monitor how patient members of the staff
are. Furthermore we can also use it for the support diagnostics of therapists,
create more empathic healthcare robots, and in computer games use it to set
the difficulty of the game by the emotion of the user [13]. There are other in-
teresting applications in paralinguistics. Human computer interfaces and user
adaptation systems could be used to recognizing the age and the gender of
the speaker from their voice. For instance here are some electronic systems
that can use these human features: an automatic dialogue system can adapt
to the speaker by speaking slower and louder for an older user or use a dif-
ferent corpus for younger and older customers; an interactive voice response
system can choose the background music by guessing the age and the gender
of the user; smart home systems can adapt to the age of the speaker because
an older customer needs more automation while a younger customer need a
more collaborative system; a police call analysis system can identify the age
and the gender of a suspect from a telephone call [17].
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Since the beginning of research in this area, many feature extraction and
classification techniques have been used along with different datasets to get the
best results. The variable length of recordings has always been a big problem
here. This is due to the fact that our recordings have different lengths, but our
classifiers expect a fixed length input. So one of the most difficult problems
in speech emotion recognition and in other paralinguistics areas is feature
extraction, because as we mentioned our recordings are different in length,
but the classification techniques requires fixed-sized feature vectors. Several
methods have already been developed to tackle the problem of varying length
and to make the features extracted from the recordings the same length. For
example x-vectors [18], i-vectors [27], Fisher vectors [8], neural networks [9] and
the Bag-of-Audio-Words (i.e: BoAW [15]) approach that we investigate here.
Our experiments were performed on a Hungarian database and our final results
indicated that the BoAW technique can be used effectively. However, we should
also add that creating any BoAW feature representation is sensitive to the
parameter settings and working with bigger codebooks for better classification
result requires more CPU time.

Our baseline comes from a Hungarian emotion speech database. Previous
studies (i.e.: [25], [23], [8]) using this database produced accuracy scores of 66–
70%. Previous results in speech emotion recognition with another databases
are came between 60–80% [24, 11, 20]. Our results give us an unweighted
average recall (UAR) score of 66–71%.

2 Bag-of-audio-words method

Using the bag-of-audio-words feature representation, we can overcome the
above-mentioned problem of varying length. This feature extraction method
is similar to the bag-of-visual-words [5] and the bag-of-words [28] techniques,
which are used in image and speech preprocessing. Now we will present the
BoAW workflow.

BoAW first performs an analysis on the entire audio database and then,
based on the results obtained, generates statistics for each file separately that
represent their relationship to the entire database. Figure 1 shows the gen-
eral workflow for generating a BoAW representation from a dataset. The two
columns belong to the training and the test set extraction steps. As we can
see, the extraction of the test set depends on the train set extraction workflow,
but it mostly contains the same steps, so let us discuss the training set.
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Figure 1: Workflow for the bag-of-audio-words technique.

In the first step, we have to extract the frame-level feature vectors per
recording. In this step we get a different number of feature vectors for each
recording, because the number of vectors depends on the original length of
the evaluated recording and the frame’s windowing size. In the next step, we
work with all the feature vectors from all the recordings, collect them into
one big “bag” and perform clustering on it. The purpose of this is to break
down the vectors of the “bag” into meaningful subsets such that vectors in the
same groups are more similar to other vectors in the same group than those in
other groups. The number of clusters to be produced is determined by us. This
cluster size parameter N is one of the parameters of the BoAW method. The
centres of the created clusters will be called “codewords”. The group of these
“codewords” will be the “codebook”. The N parameter is called the codebook
size. The vector dimension of the classification will depend on the codebook
size.

Figure 2: A bag-of-audio-words histogram of the recording.
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After the clustering process, in the vector quantization step, we again work
with individual recordings and create a histogram for each recording. We re-
place the original feature vectors by the index of the closest codeword. We
then find the nearest neighbours using the minimum Euclidean distance. We
can also specify how many closest vectors we are looking for (this is also a
parameter of the BoAW method). So this produced, same-sized (i.e. N) his-
tograms for each recording. The x-axis of the histogram lists the index of
each codeword, and the y-axis shows quantities which represent how many of
the feature vectors of the recording were mapped into a particular codeword.
After quantization, each file’s feature becomes independent of the length of
the particular audio recording. For example, Figure 2 shows a histogram for
one recording. In this case the codewords are represented by their indices (i.e.
1, 2, 3 and so on). This recording has 43 frames, and every frame gets mapped
into 1 codeword.

In the last step, we normalize the histogram, so the given frequencies are
divided by the number of frames of the speech recording. We notice that each
histogram can be represented by a codebook-sized vector. These histograms
will be our new feature vectors that have an independent length from the
recording sizes. We will call this set of histograms “Bag-of-Audio-Words” and
use it as features for our classifier.

Figure 1 shows how the clustering step can be omitted for the test set. This
can be done because the openXBOW software allows us to save two important
things: the parameter settings applied to the training set and the computed
codebook. Then we use these later in the test set, so that the quantization
step can be performed on the cluster centres generated during the training set
recordings without re-clustering. This operation is easy to implement, since the
test file has frame-level feature vectors. They are the same as those produced
with a set of features like the vectors of the training set, so we can classify
them into each cluster based on their distance from the previously defined
codewords.

2.1 Parameters of the BoAW method

The BoAW method has many adjustable parameters that can influence the
process of codebook creation. In our study, we tested the effect of the prepro-
cessing method, clustering method, the codebook size N, and the quantization
neighbour number parameters on the learning algorithm performance. For the
codebook building, we used an open-source program called openXBOW [21].
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Preprocessing techniques: with openXBOW we can do some preprocessing
for the frame level descriptors, before the clustering step. If some of the features
have extremely high or low values compared to the others, they may dominate
the Euclidean distance during the BoAW vector quantization step. We tested
to see how preprocessing improves the performance, so we tried out three
different solutions for it. The first one was without any preprocessing, the
second one was normalizing the feature vectors and the third one was by
standardizing the vectors before clustering.

Clustering method: One important factor is the clustering procedure used
to create the codebook. Pancoast and Akbacak used k-means in their original
study [16]; however, due to the large number of frames to be clustered, the
runtime of this approach is very high. Rawat et al offer simple random sam-
pling [19]; its runtime is marginally better than the k-means, and it does not
really affect the performance. Later, Arthur et al. applied k-means++ clus-
tering [1], a cluster center initialization procedure, which was used instead of
completely random sampling, hence the distribution of cluster centers became
more balanced. Compared to k-means, cluster centers are not selected at ran-
dom during initialization, but selected via a uniform distribution. We tested
the effect of applying the k-means and k-means++ methods on our data.

Histogram neighbour number: Instead of looking for just the closest code-
word, each vector may also be assigned to a certain number of the closest
codewords. Pancoast and Akbacak assume that instead of just using the clos-
est cluster to each frame, we can assign a set of closest neighbours [16]. This
leads to a more precise description of the recordings with the same feature
vector size. This is why we experimented with two different settings (5 and
10).

Codebook size: As we said earlier, we can control how many clusters we wish
to create, and how long we want the feature vectors to be. In each experiment
we tested the effect of the following lengths: 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1 024, 2 048,
4 096, 8 192.

Derivatives: In speech processing, it is common practice to subtract the first
and second derivatives of the feature vectors extracted from the sound record-
ings. These are the so-called deltas and delta-deltas, from which the dynamics
of speech can be deduced [6]. With the help of the openXBOW program,
we can create separate codebooks for the original low-level descriptors and
another for the ∆s.
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3 Data and methods

Next, we will present our experimental setup and environment: the database,
the classification method and its parameters, the evaluation metric, and the
feature set we used.

3.1 Hungarian emotion database

In each experiment, we created and evaluated our classification model on the
Hungarian emotion database. It contains utterances of 97 native Hungarian
and Hungarian-speaking speakers [25]. The voice samples were recorded dur-
ing television shows. The vast majority of segments were recorded from an
emotion-rich, continuous, spontaneous programme with actors. The other part
came from an improvisation entertainment show. In the first case due to the
acting performance, the samples are vivid, and the emotions are clearer. The
samples from the second case due to the improvisation, are closer to real-life
emotions. The database contains 1111 sentences, which were separated into
an 831 sample training set and a 280 sample test set. We had to detect four
emotions, namely neutral, joy, anger, sad. The distribution of the emotions
however was not uniform. The training set sample distribution was: ≈ 57%
neutral, ≈ 6% sad, ≈ 9% joy and ≈ 27% anger. The test set sample distribu-
tion was: ≈ 62% neutral, ≈ 4% sad ≈ 7% joy and ≈ 27% anger. The training
set contains approximately 20 minutes of recordings and the test set contains
approximately 7 minutes of recordings. The sampling frequency of the samples
is 16 kHz. Earlier studies working with the same database were able to achieve
a classification accuracy score of 66–70% [23, 25, 8].

3.2 Feature set

The feature set employed in the study came from the INTERSPEECH 2013

Paralinguistic Challenge [22]. It contains 65 frame-level features: 55 spectral; 6
voicing related low-level descriptors; 4 energy-related. 60 ms frame (Gaussian
window function) and a sigma value of 0.4 was used for the speech-related
features; and a 25 ms frame (Hamming window function with a step size of 10
ms) for the others.

For feature extraction we used the open-source openSMILE software pack-
age [7] with the IS13 ComParE config file. The final feature set we used con-
tained not only the basic features, but also their derivatives. We used deltas
because we wanted to get information about the dynamics of the speech sam-
ples over time.
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3.3 Evaluation method

The classification was performed using the LIBSVM library [4], which is an
SVM (Support Vector Machine [2]) implementation written in C++; here we
used the Python extension. The SVM C complexity parameter was tested in
the range 10−5 to 100. In the evaluated configurations the following powers of
10 used were: −5; −4; −3; −2; −1 and 0. We applied a Python implemented
standardization on the input BoAW feature representations before each model
was trained.

In the optimization part of our experiments, we worked with the training set,
based on 10-fold cross-validation. We split the data into roughly 10 equal folds,
where each speaker is shown in only one fold, so each fold became absolute
speaker independent. Afterwards, we trained on the 9/10 part and evaluated on
the 1/10 part for each possible combination. Consequently, when evaluating
one part as a test set, we got predictions for a specific part of the entire
database which did not overlap with the other parts, so after running all
possible combinations, we had exactly one prediction for each element of the
entire database. UAR metrics could then be easily derived from this. After
the 10th evaluation, we collected the predicted percentage scores from all the
test cases (one score for each sample) and calculated the UAR metrics. The
unweighted average recall was used as an indicator to see how good the actual
feature set was for emotion recognition.

In the test scenario, we trained a model on the whole training set with the
optimal C parameter value found above and evaluated it on the test set with
the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) metrics [14]. The reason we use this
metric, because we have imbalanced classes. Accuracy and UAR metrics are
related, but the accuracy gives a more optimistic value because it gives higher
scores to classes with more samples, but the UAR gives the correct expectation
on each class predictions.

In the last part, we describe our experimental procedure and the evaluation
of our results. We extracted 2× 65 features (65 frame-level features and their
derivatives) in a frame-level window. Therefore we created two codebooks in
parallel (one for 65 frame-level features and one for their derivatives). Because
of this, the codebook sizes given in this section have to be multiplied by 2 to get
the number of features currently used. The results of each test cases are shown
below and the best results are given in tabular form for better transparency.
In each figure, the x-axis shows the size of the codebook (which has to be mul-
tiplied), and the y-axis shows the UAR of the SVM. The legends of our figures
contains abbreviations: “a1” means 1 neighbour during quantization; “a5”
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Feature- Maximum Codebook
preprocessing UAR size

No preprocessing 36.32% 8 192

Normalization 46.73% 4 096

Standardization 45.42% 1 024

Table 1: Preprocessing: The best results got without preprocessing, with nor-
malization and standardization, when we evaluated our technique with cross-
validation.

means 5 neighbours during quantization; “a10” means 10 neighbours during
quantization; “standardized” and “stand” both means standardization during
preprocessing; “normalized” and “norm” both means normalization during
preprocessing; “k-means” means k-means clustering technique, “k-means++”
means k-means++ clustering technique.

4 Tests and results

4.1 Preprocessing

In the first case, we compared preprocessing techniques before clustering. Pre-
processing is always a good choice because databases contains outliers, which
have a detrimental effect on learning effectiveness.

From our results (see Figure 3 and Table 1), it is apparent that the data
without preprocessing proved to be the weakest in all cases. By comparison,
normalization and standardization gave performance improvements that were
nearly the same. Another advantage of normalizing or standardizing the input
is that significantly fewer clusters are required for optimal performance than
leaving the input unchanged (8 192). When we applied normalization, we got
46.35% for 1 024 codewords, so we found that in both normalization and stan-
dardization, a size of 1 024 was big enough to achieve the best performance.
This lower codebook size also helps the performance of the SVM, because in a
smaller feature space the speed and success of the learning will also increase.

The best result of the cross-validation (i.e. 46.73%) was achieved with nor-
malization and a codebook size of 4 096. Otherwise there is no significant differ-
ence between the best standardization and normalization results. In addition,
it is not clear that normalization or standardization will produce a better re-
sult with the feature set. Here, further tests were performed in parallel, with
normalization and standardization to ascertain the benefits.
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Figure 3: Preprocessing: The results obtained for different codebook sizes and
preprocessing techniques.

Feature- Maximum Codebook
preprocessing a UAR size

Normalization
1 46.73% 4 096

5 48.93% 4 096

10 49.14% 16 384

Standardization
1 45.42% 1 024

5 46.16% 8 192

10 47.37% 8 192

Table 2: Number of neighbours: The best results obtained for 1, 5, 10 neigh-
bours with normalization and standardization.

4.2 Number of neighbours assigned during quantization

In the next comparison, we investigate how many closest codewords have to
be assigned to a frame-level feature vector when creating a histogram, to
achieve the optimal performance. In our experiments, we tested three options,
where we used the closest 1/5/10 neighbours. Based on the results of our
previous optimization, all three quantatization options were also evaluated
with normalization and standardization.

From our new results (see Table 2, Figure 5 and Figure 4), we may conclude
that more than one neighbour gives better results in the majority of cases.
This can be seen for both preprocessing techniques (normalization and stan-
dardization). As regards the performance of the classification algorithm, we
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Figure 4: Number of neighbours: The results obtained for 1, 5, 10 neighbours
and normalization.

Figure 5: Number of neighbours: The results obtained for 1, 5, 10 neighbours
and standardization.

did not find any significant difference between the a = 5 and a = 10 values.
As can be seen, above the codebook size of 512 we got significantly better
results with applied preprocessing, so any kind of preprocessing is always a
good choice if we want better results. With larger codebook sizes there is only
a small difference (1%–3%) between the results got using standardization and
normalization. Hence we need to investigate them further.
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Figure 6: Number of neighbours: The results got using different codebook sizes,
preprocessing techniques and neighbour counts.

Table 2 shows the best results for the different cases. We notice that 5 and
10 closest codewords give the same improvement, compared to the 1 neighbour
version. Although not significant, the a = 10 option gives slightly better results
in both preprocessing cases. Here we think that the multi-neighbour technique
needs more clusters to achieve the best results. However it can be seen in
Figure 6 that with standardization and normalization, the codebook size of
1 024 is already capable of giving results as good as the best single-neighbour
variation. Based on our results, we decided in later test cases to test the 5 and
10 options in order to draw a more precise conclusion.

4.3 Clustering algorithm

The third parameter we investigated was the clustering algorithm, where we
tested two techniques: k-means and k-means++. Based on our earlier results
we decided to test them with normalization and standardization, and with 5
and 10 neighbours in the quantification step.
So our test cases were:

� 5 neighbours and standardization

� 5 neighbours and normalization

� 10 neighbours and standardization

� 10 neighbours and normalization
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Figure 7: Clustering algorithm: The results obtained for k-means and k-
means++ algorithms with 5 neighbours.

Figure 8: Clustering algorithm: The results obtained for k-means and k-
means++ algorithms with 10 neighbours.

Based on the results (see Table 3, Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9), we
can say that both clustering methods have the same trend. Once again we
get higher scores than 46% above a codebook size of 512. Also, we notice
that normalization begins to perform better than the standardized case as the
codebook size increases. The accuracy values are best with a codebook size
of 4 096, which means that we need higher spatial dimensions to get better
results. Since we did not find any significant difference between the trends of
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Clustering- Feature Maximum Codebook
algorithm preprocessing a UAR size

k-means Normalization
5 48.93% 4 096
10 49.14% 16 384

k-means Standardization
5 46.16% 8 192
10 47.37% 8 192

k-means++ Normalization
5 50.94% 4 096
10 47.77% 4 096

k-means++ Standardization
5 50.08% 8 192
10 47.74% 4 096

Table 3: Clustering algorithm: The best results for k-means and k-means++
algorithms with cross-validation.

k-means and k-means++, we decided to take the codebook sizes and settings
that proved promising in our previous experiment (1 024 codebook size and
normalization). Then, other tests were performed using the k-means algorithm.

Figure 9: Clustering algorithm: The results got using different codebook sizes,
preprocessing techniques, neighbour counts and quantatization algorithms.

4.4 Upsampling

Upsampling for smaller datasets and downsampling for large ones are com-
mon techniques when we have a very unbalanced dataset for labels. Because
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Feature- Maximum Codebook
preprocessing a UAR size

Normalization
5 58.88% 2 048

10 60.42% 256

Standardization
5 55.93% 128

10 58.59% 1 024

Table 4: Upsampling: The best results obtained with upsampling in cross-
validation training.

our Hungarian emotion database is smaller and not a balanced one (57–61%
of the dataset has the label “neutral”), we decided to use upsampling on
our BoAW features before SVM learning. In this scenario, we tested how up-
sampling affects our results. We carried out tests with 5 and 10 neighbours,
standardization and normalization, as previously and we utilized the k-means
clustering algorithm.

Based on the results (see Table 4 and Figure 10), we can state that up-
sampling gave an improvement of about 10% compared to all of our previous
results. In addition, perhaps the biggest advantage is that we were able to
further reduce the optimal codebook size, which is good in terms of the speed
and degree of difficulty of the learning process. It has only one disadvantage,
namely our training curve is not as stable as before. There are two peaks here
instead of one and it leads to less predictable learning. Because of this, we
applied upsampling in our next experiment.

Figure 10: Upsampling: The results obtained with upsampling in cross-
validation training.
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Feature- Maximum Codebook
preprocessing a UAR size

Normalization
5 58.63% 512

10 57.48% 512

Standardization
5 56.08% 512

10 59.00% 512

Table 5: Deltas: The best results of cross-validation using deltas.

4.5 Derivatives

As we mentioned previously, using derivatives is a frequently used technique in
speech processing to get information about the speaker’s change of voice over
time. In the last optimizing scenario we tested the effect of using these deltas.
Our experiments so far have shown that the 16 384-sized codebooks always
give a lower performance, and working with big dimensions slows down the
training process. Because of the low performance we no longer need to run
cross-validation and test with this huge 16 384 size. It should be added that
the codebook sizes on Figure 11 had to be doubled, because we created two
unit-sized codebooks; one for the original features and one for deltas and we
used both of them while training.

From our results (see Table 5 and Figure 11), by using deltas we managed to
reduce the number of necessary and sufficient codewords to a moderate size.
Another advantage is that training trends are less random than before and
much more predictable. So owing to this positive result, the final evaluation
with the test database was performed with deltas.

4.6 Final tests

All of our previous decisions were made based on the optimal results got by
the cross-validation performed on the teaching set, so our final set of BoAW
parameters are the following:

� 5 neighbours, normalization, upsampling and using deltas

� 10 neighbours, normalization, upsampling and using deltas

� 5 neighbours, standardization, upsampling and using deltas

� 10 neighbours, standardization, upsampling and using deltas

All of our previous results indicate that above a codebook size of 64 the
results display consistently increasing trends. Because of this, we decided to
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Figure 11: Deltas: The results of cross-validation using deltas.

Feature- Maximum Codebook
preprocessing a UAR size

Normalization
5 68.68% 64

10 67.77% 128

Standardization
5 71.15% 64

10 65.42% 64

Table 6: Final tests: The best results of the final tests without cross-validation.

run our tests with a size of 128 (the codebook size is 64 on the test diagrams,
because we have to double the size when using deltas).

Based on our final results (see Table 6 and Figure 12), we may conclude
that the bag-of-audio-words representation can be utilized for speech emotion
recognition. It can be seen that with the right parameter settings we were
able to reduce the dimension of the best result. However the trends of the
test results are not clear, and the connection between increasing codeword
quantities and decreasing evaluation results also seems to suggest that the
larger the codebook size we choose, the greater the chance of over-fitting and
our classifier will lose its ability to generalize.

The best results on the test set are close to 70%, which is at least as good
as the other published paper results. Our final percentage scores cannot be
compared directly to previous published results for this database because they
used accuracy instead of UAR and had no upsampling. However we can still
state that BoAW is as good representation as any other if we carefully optimize
the parameter values of the algorithm.
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Figure 12: Final tests: The results of the final tests without cross-validation.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the bag-of-audio-words feature representation method was used
for speech emotion recognition with a Hungarian emotional database. Because
the BoAW method has many adjustable parameters, we had to train a lot
of machine learning models with different parameter value combinations, so
the training runtimes was an important consideration. Although each model
building and evaluation did not take a long time, due to the many combinations
and possible correction runs, the whole experiment took far too far.

From our results, we offer some useful suggestions that might be helpful
when using openXBOW. These are:

� Transform the input sample set to the same scale by normalization or
standardization. This is always a good choice.

� For greater generalization ability, it is worth including more neighbours
in the quantizing step, such as 5 or 10.

� It is worth choosing the size of codebook from a medium-large range
(e.g. between 128 and 4 096). If possible, try to keep the codebook size
low to get a better generalization.

� Clustering the k-means and k-means++ algorithms are worth exploring.
� By balancing the frequency of classes seen during learning (in this case

with upsampling), we can improve our generalization ability.
� We should calculate and use the deltas.

Now we see that the bag-of-audio-words technique is competitive in the area
of speech emotion recognition, but this method has several parameter values
that need to be precisely tuned for optimal efficiency.
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There are several directions we can pursue in the future. Firstly, we would
like to see if we can use other database codebooks to extract BoAW features
from different databases. In another words, we wish to know whether code-
books are portable and what the best codebooks are for different purposes. We
could also test other frame-level feature sets to see if there are any practical
benefits of using them.
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